Cubans Say U.S. Training Troops For 2d Invasion

Diplomatic Note Previews Cuban Policy Speech; Set For Today at U.S. Embassadors' House

Havana 48—Cuba's foreign minister, Osvaldo Dorticos, said that his government's note to Washington is a warning for the United States to stop any future meetings with anti-Castro forces. Dorticos said the note was prepared by acting foreign minister, Ruben Martinez, who is due to return from New York on Thursday.

Cuban officials said the note was sent in reaction to the recent meeting in New York between U.S. officials and anti-Castro members. The note said the United States is using Cuba as a front for anti-Castro activities. It warned that any further meetings could lead to the severing of diplomatic relations.

The Cuban government has previously warned that it would not tolerate any further attempts to destabilize the country.

Nellistone Crash Takes 2 Lives

France, West Germany Expected to Give Reluctant OK For Further Berlin Talks

WASHINGTON, D.C.—France and West Germany are expected to give reluctant approval to further Washington talks aimed at Berlin's reunification. The exchanges would be at the ambassadorial level.

France, West Germany Expected to Give Reluctant OK For Further Berlin Talks

Three State Men Cited for Bravery

Rockefeller Expects State Income Tax Will Jump 10%

Mitchell Plans Reduced Taxes For Newburgh

Adair Reports Some Gains in U.N. Stalemate

United Nations, N.Y.—Adair Johnson, the United States representative on the United Nations Security Council, reported that there are some gains in the current U.N. stalemate.

The United States is working on a new proposal to break the deadlock. However, it will not be considered by the Security Council until next month.

Adair reported that there is some progress in the talks on the Middle East. The United States is trying to find a way to end the conflict between Israel and Egypt.

U.S. Approves Syrian Regime

The United States has approved a new regime for Syria. The new regime is expected to be more Western-friendly.

The approval comes after the Syrian government agreed to allow Western countries to operate in its country. The United States is working with other Western countries to stabilize Syria.

Crash Takes 2 Lives

In East Amsterdam, two people were killed in a car crash on Monday afternoon. The crash occurred on a busy street in the city's downtown area.

The crash occurred at the intersection of Main Street and Broadway. Two people were killed and two others were hospitalized as a result of the crash.

The crash occurred when a car collided with a truck. The car was carrying two people who were killed in the crash. The truck was carrying one person who was hospitalized.

The police are investigating the crash and have not released any further information.

UAW Pressing to Finish Ford Talks, Smooth Out AMC Split

DETROIT—The United Auto Workers union is pressing to finish talks with Ford Motor Co. to resolve a contract dispute. The union said it is moving forward with the negotiations.

The union has been meeting with Ford for several weeks to try to reach an agreement. The union said it is hoping to reach an agreement by the end of this month.

The union has been pressing Ford to make improvements to the contract, including increased wages and better benefits.

UAW President Walter Reuther expressed optimism about the talks.